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Whatâ€™s hotter than an alien with scales? An alien with wings and scales, not to mention a hot
body.At 457 Preor years old, Jarek sen Claron is a dragon ready for his final flight into the skies.
This voyage to Earth as the War Master of the third fleet will be his final assignment. Once he has
helped his fellow Preors secure human mates, he will return to Preor before the madness of
loneliness overtakes his mind. That all changes when he meets Melissa. Human Melissa with her
sparkling eyes, bright smile, and body that would make any hot-blooded male drool. Unfortunately,
she never registered as a Preor mate hopeful. No matter, the Knowing stretches between them and
there is no way she can resist him. Until she does. Jarek wishes to give her the choice to mate him,
while everything inside him screams to take Melissa beneath his wing, now. No choosing
necessary. But should he draw her to his side when his enemies are circling? Many males do not
believe the son of a Preor mass murderer deserves to have a mate. Can he survive the coming
battles? Or will he die without tasting sweet Melissaâ€™s lips?Related to the UJAL series:The Ujal
Volume One (Vados, Tave, Rhal)ErunDashing Through the Stars
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I really wanted to like this one. It had a unique spin on the popular dragon shifter stories.

Unfortunately, it fell into many of the cliches so many stories do.*possible spoliers*The whole "we
must never harm a female!" seems nice but becomes condescending, cuz they obviously don't
expect females to be capable of protecting themselves. The hero goes from wanting her to denying
her, blaming his injury and parentage for not being able to commit. The heroine tries to take the
sensible approach and doesn't fall into insta-love. The whole mating ritual calling each other
"beloved" is weird - chill, you just met. And the back story of having insurgents try to take out the
alliance seems thrown in at the last minute to crest conflict.I hope these stories can get better, but I
won't be buying the next book.

Received a copy in exchange for an honest review.So I jumped on this as soon as it was offered
based on how much I remembered liking Erun, but I didn't remember Melissa or her tie to the stolen
babies from that book so I was going in with almost a clean slate. I like CK taking shifter romances
and turning them into aliens, since it puts a slightly new spin on it and opens up more possibilities.
Sadly this one left me more frustrated than satisfied. I wanted a lot more world building. They're
freakin DRAGONS....how cool is that? What is their home planet like? What are the Preors really
like? We get next to nothing. It didn't help that Jarek spent most of the book unable to shift so we
don't get a whole lot of dragon time. I also really missed the humor. Melissa didn't bring the funny.
There was one scene when she first sees a large group of dragons landing on the beach that was
pretty hilarious but that was about it. I just never connected with either Melissa or Jarek and
although it kept me interested enough to keep reading, it just never fully clicked with me. I'm
keeping my fingers crossed that the next book draws me in more because c'mon....DRAGONS!
Dragons should never be boring, and they're a definite minority when it comes to shifter books.

To say it was "awful" would not be correct. It was readable. The entire first half of the book (almost)
felt like I should have read the Ujal series first. It was difficult placing all the names and characters.
The rest of the book was about healing the hero's wounds and then a slight battle and then one sex
scene and then the end.

I've read more than 42,000 books in my life and I know a great story when I read it and this
particular book and series is going to be just as great as the series that came before it and is
connected to it by the women of earth who love their alien mates!!! If you love paranormal romance
with a few twists and turns and ups and downs then you will love reading this book and series!!! I'm
recommending this particular book and series for your own personal enjoyment and library and

when you get this book, you will find yourself curled up in your favorite chair reading about these
amazing and wonderful people who live life to love their mates and families!!!Lena
deLeonlenadeleon2004.ld@gmail.com

I usually like to get the entire series of books before I start reading, so I can go from one right to the
next. Well I got impatient, and started this series early. Now I'm sad because I'm going to have to
wait to read the next one.I enjoyed this story, the characters are well formed and complete people
with stories of their own that need to be told.Celia goes to great lengths to make sure that all her
characters are fully formed. So much for the writing style, now my views on the story.I LOVED IT!!! it
is a fantastic story. Humans come to the rescue again. We are just so necessary to the other people
of the universe. I'm not going in to any details on the story this is my opinion not a book report. You
won't get any spoilers from me. Buy the book. You will .it regret it.Thankyou Celia Kyle for all that
you do for us, keep on writing.

Loved it! The Dragons of Preor is the next arc in the Ujal series. Loved Jarek and Melissa's stroy.
Jarek is the Battle Master of the 3rd Fleet. He is leading the first of the Preor males to Earth to find
mates, though he has been forbidden to find a mate himself. Jarek's father was the scientist
responsible for the death of most of their females and dragonlet. When Jarek meets Melissa, the
nanny to the Ujal, the "knowing" (mating fever type thing/that is handy with needed information), ties
them together. Not all of the Preor are happy about human female mates. Other's are not happy that
Jarek has found his mate. A fun, emotional and steamy story. Rhal gets to do his kick ass thing.
Erun is very cute is how he as adopted Melissa as his sister. Looking forward to meeting the next
Preor warrior and his mate.

I think some of the lowness of my review has to do with the fact that I just read Vi Voxley's
EXCELLENT alien/human pairing series and this really suffers by comparison. While I had read
most of the Ujal series and found them unremarkable I wanted to give the new series a chance
(hey, dragons right?). Unfortunately, the writing is just as basic and uninspiring in this one. I also
wouldn't advise reading this series without having read the Ujals because I found so much, even
from the beginning that required that backstory. I read a number of them so I had part of the story,
but found myself at a loss for the ones I hadn't. Ultimately I wasn't engaged enough to continue
reading and didn't finish the story.
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